Atal Innovation Mission (AIM)

Context

The Government of India is encouraging the schools to provide exposure of science and technology to students so that they can be exposed with futuristic technology platforms.

Objective of establishing AIM in school

To create scientific temper and cultivate the spirit of curiosity and innovation among young minds.

About AIM

Objective

- Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) including Self-Employment and Talent Utilization (SETU) is Government of India’s endeavour to promote a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship.
- Its objective is to serve as a platform for promotion of world-class Innovation Hubs, Grand Challenges, Start-up businesses and other self-employment activities, particularly in technology-driven areas.

Functions

- Entrepreneurship promotion through Self-Employment and Talent Utilization, wherein innovators would be supported and mentored to become successful entrepreneurs
- Innovation promotion to provide a platform where innovative ideas are generated.